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OUR MISSION OUR GOAL WHY ADS DECORATION & MAINTENANCE

ABOUT US

ADS Decoration & Maintenance is an international interior & exterior design,

decoration and maintenance services company, with an expertise in commercial

and institutional projects, that was established in Canada & UAE since2010.

ADS Decoration & Maintenance is specialized in providing stunning interior design

services that include creative space planning, 3D designing, and project management

and supervising from conception to execution for all Types of projects.

We introduce a combination of Eastern, Western cultures and unique innovative

art which makes us one of the best decoration companies in UAE.

Our Mission is to develop interior

and exterior experiences that are

distinctive, unique, compelling and

of superb quality and individuality.

To be number one in this field

To Build a Long-Term Relationship

with our clients clients with our modern,

To Innovate in this field

To be Always unique and creative

To Impress our clients

We use the Latest Technologies

We Never Exceed Deadlines

We provide Smart Services

We have the Best Customer Service

We introduce High Quality services

in competitive prices
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WORK 
PROCESS

After collecting the ideas, our professional and specialised team designs theapproved

concepts in a 3D realistic design, to present it to client and help him take his final decision.

The first step when starting each project is brainstorming and planning.

After the final approval, the purchasing team proceeds in selecting the necessary materials

and submits the project to thesupervision team to manage the site and complete the

implementation.

Finally, we deliver the executed project to the customer and guarantee his satisfaction.

Our professional team successfully participates in projects accomplishment from

the initial concept, to a 3D Realistic Visualisation of the project, furniture

customisation, decorative material selections, budgeting, city submittals, project

coordination and execution, always with precision, professionalism, attention to detail

exceptional customer service and expert project management skills.



OUR SERVICES
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INTERIOR DESIGN
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ADS Decoration & Maintenance is a specialized company in 

interior decoration services of all kinds.

We study the space chosen in order to deliver the right mix of 

creative, innovative and high-quality ideas for each project 

separately, and that responds to our clients’ needs.

We are committed to achieving the highest level of designs 

with a “turn-key” approach through the services offered.

We provide 3D Realistic Designs to help our customers living a 

rewarding experience and choosing the space design and 

decoration of their Dreams.

Our Main Goal is to deliver unique designs to our clients that 

best match their personality, needs and approaches.

We will assist you conceptualizing and decorating your go to 

space within a limited time and in the highest quality, either it

is a new space or an existing space that needs renovation.
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EXTERIOR DESIGN
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Innovative successful buildings, are best confirmed to add 

value to their owners and users, Reveal their identity and 

captures the spirit of the surrounding area.

We at ADS Decoration & Maintenance, will help you designing 

your large-scale dream property in a very high standard, on 

schedule and at very competitive prices.

We provide 3D Realistic Designs to help our customers living a 

rewarding experienceand choosing the space design and 

architecture responding to their needs.

Our professional and experienced team of engineers, architects 

and 3D designers reflect our knowledge in conceptualization, 

designing and implementation of spaces and projects that work 

best on every level, and in everywhere
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LANDSCAPE DESIGN
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ADS Decoration & Maintenance provides 

complete landscape services, with a team of 

environmental designers fully equipped to

serve your landscape needs. We provide 

outstanding, cost-effectiveservices to residential

estates, commercial properties and government

departments. Our detailed approach to landscape

design and construction fields ensures delivery of 

consistent, reliable and unique landscape services 

to all our clients’ projects.

Our Values based or trust and reliability ensure

delivering of personalized services to all our clients

wither Large or small their projects were.



3D WALKTHROUGH
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ADS Decoration & Maintenance is an expert company in delivering professional 3D Walkthrough Animations 

that will enhance your project and take it to another level, in the shortest time. We assist you in translating 

your ideas to a unique ,  innovative , and artistic project . Our innovative team will help you pre-picturing,

planning and marketing any Architectural and decoration Project.We deliver walkthrough videos for all intents

and purposes, with installations, fittings and completions indicated by you, and from scratch or on an existing

plan.Our Animation group executes 3D Walkthroughs that gives straight forwardness to imagine how a proposed

structure will turn up with sagacious perception of inside and outside rendered sees that considers every single

edge perspective. We provide all Walkthroughs services such as:

Exterior Walkthrough,Interior walkthrough,Conceptual Walkthrough, 

Industrial Walkthrough and so on. 3D walkthrough Animation aides 

diminish all doubts  about thelast perspectiveof a building, which 

is  dependably a  concern  with  2D  drawings . From the smallest

details  in a  room to the  clouds  in the  sky , 3D Walkthrough will

make a  presentation that will disclose your  fantasy down to the

smallest viewpoint.We offer Architectural Rendering with 

photorealistic outline 



PRODUCTS DESIGN
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Product design is the process of imagining , creating , and 

conceptualizing the design of a new product or redesigning

an existing product to solve a specific problem, address a 

specific need or renovate  the style . The key to successful 

product design is to understand the exact need of the cu-

stomer for whom the product is designed.

ADS Decoration & Maintenance  provides  the  best  product

designing services that not only suit your needs and style but

will also deliver consistent value to your business or personal 

property through a special , innovative and unique  Product 

that will stand you from all competitors.

What is a product Design and why is it important?

How We Do IT
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MAINTENANCE
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ADS DECORATION &MAINTENANCE is a specialised

company in providing high quality maintenance

services from small tolarge projects, and our well

trained and experienced team of technicians

and engineers are always ready for the next

challenge to come.

We offer all kind of Maintenance services in

decoration and events fields.

Our technicians are extremely versatile,and

the fact that we have a lot of maintenance

services to choose from shows that our expert

maintenance technicians can easily navigate

between different kinds of maintenance jobs. 

We believe that we can excel on many business fronts; hence we encourage

our staffto delve into any aspect we believe can help our business grow.

We focus on various goals from the best customer service ever across UAE

to client satisfaction and lifetimerelationship, becoming a highly reputable

Company for our professional services and especially to be always number

one in our Field.

Our Expert Team will come around to your location and will make sure that

all maintenance needed is done in the most effective way and at the quickest

time scheme, to not extend your discomfort period.

We will make sure that the Maintained items will never experience any further

discrepancies during the rest of its life.
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MD ASSITANT

EYA ALMI
CEO

DR. TAWFIK SAFI

PROJECT SUPERVISOR

AMIR KHAN

DESIGNING MANAGER

AKHIL CP

3D ANIMATOR

RAMEEZ RAZA

IT TECHNICAL

ATTA UL MUSTAFA

PURCHASING OFFICER

MUHAMMAD NAEEM

ADMIN

JAN CLEO MONTE

SALES MANAGER

EMAD AL NOUNOU

SECRETARY

DAISY LYN YEKE

MANAGING DIRECTOR

DR. ALAADIN SAFI DR. RAWAA AL SHALLAH
MARKETING CONSULTANT

OUR TEAM



OUR CLEINTS
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OUR ACHIVEMENTS
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OUR ACHIVEMENTS
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   Al Fardan Center, Al Majaz 3, Sharjah, UAE
   Saturday to Thursday

09:00 AM to 06:00 PM
   Phone:   +971 6 574  3550
   Mobile:  +971 56 404 0018

   Email: info@adsgroup.ae
   Web  : www.adsgroup .ae

 
603 - 4900 GLEN ERIN DR  , MISSISSUAGA ,

   Mobile: +1 647  831 5014
   Mobile: +1 647 833 5014

   Email: info@adsgroup.ae
   Web: www.adsgroup.ae

   Monday to Saturday
09:00 AM to 06:00 PM

ADSdec ads_dec ADS Decoration
& Maintenance

ads_dec


